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Key Events to Watch

Equities: Markets have stabilized on Thursday morning ahead of the important data this
afternoon: DAX 0.70% higher with EuroStoxx and FTSE up circa 0.30%. The US, Italy, and
Germany saw their highest amount of new daily cases ever yesterday, investors priced in
what is now looking like a month of full lockdowns for most of Europe. VIX elevated further,
reaching $40.70 last evening.
Currencies: The Dollar is gaining again this morning, pushing EUR/USD to the lower end of
its range, currently trading at 1.1720. This safe-haven Dollar bid has come as investors exit
their equity positions, however FX markets have seen much lower volatility this week than
stocks. ECB today represents some event risk for Euro FX pairs.
Safe-havens: Gold fell 1.70% on Wednesday, breaking down out of the very tight range it
had seen for a couple of weeks. German bunds are seeing more demand this morning,
pushing their yields lower and widening the spread between the US 10yr and German 10yr
bonds. Safe havens are remaining somewhat quiet ahead of next week's US election.
Looking ahead: Later today we will get important earnings results from the likes of Apple,
Amazon, Alphabet, Facebook, Starbucks, Kraft Heinz, and many more names, followed by
tomorrow's results which will include AIB, Total, Novo Nordisk, IAG, AbbVie, and ExxonMobil.
In terms of economic data, the highlights of the week will come today, with the US GDP
figure at 13:30 Irish time and the ECB release 15 minutes later. Germany will release their
GDP result tomorrow morning.

In the early hours of this morning the Bank of Japan expectedly left
their short-term interest rate unchanged at -0.10%, while cutting their
economic and price forecasts for the current fiscal year. The BOJ
pared it growth forecast for the current fiscal year, which will finish in
March 2021, to a 5.5% contraction. This is lower than their estimates
in July for just a 4.7% fall for their economy. BOJ however did upgrade
their forecasts for next year, now expecting a 3.6% increase in GDP,
0.3% higher than their previous expectations for this period.
This afternoon we will see the European Central Bank release their
latest rate decision and monetary policy statement which will be
followed by a press conference with ECB President Christine Lagarde.
No policy changes this time around have been priced into European
markets, investors however will be paying closer attention to any
details from the bank about a possible extension of their current
Quantitative Easing programme. We expect the central bank to
acknowledge the recently announced lockdown measures across the
continent, and to possibly hint at further stimulus to be introduced at
their December meeting. Market participants broadly expect a further
€500b stimulus to be added to the existing €1.35 trillion bond buying
programme in December.

Central Bank Update

Glanbia
Irish global nutrition group Glanbia have announced a mixed 3rd
quarter trading update, with revenues reportedly rising 3.1% on a
like-for-like basis for the first nine months of the year. This was
reached by higher prices (by 4.8%), as the group actually saw lower
volumes (by 1.7%) over the year so far. 
In terms of forward guidance from the firm, Glanbia said that it
expects its Glanbia Nutritionals and its joint ventures to continue to
see strong earnings performances in addition to the current
improving trend in Glanbia Performance Nutrition. Having said this,
the group has acknowledged the continuing uncertainties arising
from Covid-19.
"In the third quarter, trends in Glanbia Performance Nutrition
improved significantly with an increase in revenues and margins
versus the second quarter as markets gradually reopened and
trading patterns improved" said Siobhán Talbot, Glanbia's Managing
Director, "Operating cash flow has been strong and net debt versus
the same period in the prior year has reduced by €188m. We expect
to continue to build momentum into Q4 and to exit the year well
positioned for 2021 growth" she added.
The shares are roughly 25% lower YTD, and have been seeing
consistent downward pressure for almost 2 years now. While Glanbia
offers us with a favourable full-year P/E ratio of 11 times, representing
a 19% discount to its 10-year average and a 7% discount to its
industry, we are remaining on the sidelines with this stock and believe
that the underlying businesses will likely remain under some pressure
in the coming months.


